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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In October of 2017, the City of Brooklyn Park retained consultant team
led by Miller Dunwiddie, with site master planning consultant SRF
Consulting Group, interpretive planners Bluestem Consulting Group,
and structural engineers Meyer Borgman Johnson, to develop a TenYear Master Plan for the Eidem Homestead located in Brooklyn Park,
Minnesota.

Goals
The goal of this Master Plan is to provide a vision for Eidem Homestead
that builds public awareness for this asset, to highlight the uniqueness
of Eidem Homestead, to help build the political will needed by the City
of Brooklyn Park to secure funding for current and future public
programs and expand visitor services, amenities, and revenue
potential.
Specifically, the team was asked to develop the following:
1.

A mission and vision statement for Eidem Homestead.

2.

An Interpretive Plan for programs and self-directed exhibits.

3.

A development plan for the nineteen-plus acre site that
supports the vision, programs, interpretive plan, and facilities
that result in an enhanced visitor experience and a location
for the Brooklyn Historical Society.

Process
To facilitate the gathering of information for this Master Plan, the tasks
were divided into three steps.
1.

Project initiation/organization

2.

Site walk through / project kick off

3.

City and Community Engagement

Community Engagement

Background and Philosophy
Since the opening of this historic farm in 1979, Brooklyn Park has
undergone significant population growth and demographic changes.
Today, Brooklyn Park is one of the most diverse cities in Minnesota, with
around 52% residents being minorities, and around 21% being
immigrants. Of these immigrants, many come from Liberia, Laos,
Somalia, and Mexico.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The vast majority of Brooklyn Park residents have little personal
connection to Brooklyn Park history, as most arrived after 1960. As a
second ring suburb, Brooklyn Park continues to attract new residents
to new developments and affordable housing. Overall, most residents
to Brooklyn Park lack a deep, multi-generational connection to the
local 1900 history.
But Brooklyn Park’s residents do share some common attributes: many
of the immigrant groups come from agricultural (farming, livestock,
and gardening) cultures, and many from cultures that value extended
family and tribal ties. All residents share the universal desire to be a
part of a healthy family and health community. By emphasizing the
ways that these cultures, values, and desires are reflected in both the
historic themes and in today’s community, we can create a stronger
connection to the site and to each other.

What we Learned
The following lists represent a summary of the most common themes
that emerged from the community engagement process. Each of
these themes inform the ultimate vision for Eidem Homestead.

History
1.

The present interpretive message at the site is vague and
ineffective.

2.

The present interpretive era is not consistently defined and does
not match with the appearance of the house.

3.

The present interpretive model and the physical site limits
programming opportunities.

Audience
1.

Attendance at, public engagement of, and advocacy for the site
is limited.

2.

There is little overlap or integration between the gardeners, historic
farm users, and broader park users.

3.

There are a variety of opportunities available. (i.e. community
gardens, story time, seasonal events, and the community gardens)
that draw the highest percentage of visitors.

4.

People want more animals and crops.

5.

People want more play-based, hands-on opportunities.

6.

The whole community should be represented at the site.

Land

#CBP1701

1.

The West Farm exhibit boundary needs to be clearly defined.

2.

There is underutilized land.

3.

The parking lot physically divides the site.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
4.

The location of, and modernity of, the community gardens
competes with the historic quality of the exhibit space.

5.

The site features should support the farm, as well as, daily and yearround use.

6.

Ecological function of the site should be enhanced.

Buildings
1.

The restrooms for public and private use are inadequate.

2.

A space is needed for a group larger than 75 people to gather.

3.

Staff and volunteers all function out of one small space.

4.

A building that supports year-round use of the site is needed.

5.

The east farm is a rental property and it is not open to the public.

6.

Not all the buildings on both farms support the interpretive era and
the exhibit.

Master Plan Interpretive and Site Development Recommendations
The Master Plan seeks to provide community space to experience
animals, gardens, history, and people with better amenities. The
following statements are recommendations for achieving this goal.

1. Revitalize the name, mission, and vision.
•

Rename the site to either "Eidem Heritage Farm and Gardens" or
"Historic Eidem Farm".

•

In response to the community’s needs, this site can embrace the
broader goal to,

“Nurture our Roots and Grow our Future.”
This can be articulated in the following mission and vision:

Mission:
To be a welcoming and inspiring space to learn about
Brooklyn Park’s market farming history, and to
celebrate our shared heritage of agriculture, families,
and community.

Vision:
To create a vibrant public space for people to enjoy
the outdoors, learn about our shared heritage, and to
make connections between our history, our present,
and our future.
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2. Preserve and enhance the historic integrity of the West
Farm.
•

Restore the West Farm exhibit area to the interpretive era of 19051920 and provide enhancements outside of the exhibit area to
support the West Farm’s interpretation.

•

Continue
to
maintain
the
buildings
following
the
recommendations by the Secretary of the Interior Standards for the
Treatment of Historic Properties when maintenance is needed.

3. Create a meaningful and inspirational interpretive
message that appeals to a broader audience.
Shift the interpretive era to 1905-1920.
By shifting the era to 1905-1920, contradictions in the story-telling are
eliminated. The physical appearance of the house matches the era,
and the site can better and more accurately interpret childhood life
on the farm.
In addition, this era shift allows the interpretation to embrace broader
contextual historic themes that add meaning to the site.
Mechanization, the development of tractors and vehicles, and the rise
of market farming are significant to the farm and more easily
discussed. Women’s suffrage, World War I, immigration and the Great
Migration can also be included.
Define an interpretive message and themes.
The proposed interpretive message helps to integrate the previous
offerings into a broader, more meaningful vision:
As market farmers, the Eidem family worked together to raise their
animals and crops while adapting to a changing world. They were
stewards of their land and investors of their community, and their
heritage of agriculture, family, and community investment endures
today.
This message can be further articulated through three main themes;
Theme A: Nurturing our Roots
Emphasis in Land Stewardship and Agriculture
Theme B: Family and Community
Emphasis in Lifestyle and Community
Theme C: Celebrating our Heritage
Emphasis in Cultural Celebrations
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4. Increase engagement with the public through
expanded programs.
•

Introduce self-guided programming

•

Expand and strengthen walk-in, hands-on activities

•

Increase Year-Round Programs

•

Expand and Strengthen seasonal Programs

•

Expand Tours

•

Special Events

5. Enhance the land to build public awareness and
broaden the diversity of user groups.
Existing Site Plan
1. West Farm Exhibit
2a. North-central Open Space
2b. North-east Field
2c. South Field
3. Parking Lot

2a
1

2b

3

4. Community Gardens

4

(descriptions and photos follow)

4

2c
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1. The West Farm Exhibit

2a. North-central Open Space

•

Use the historic pasture fence-line as the southern-most boundary
of the exhibit.

•

Create a strong, linear walking connection between the West
Farmstead and the East Farmstead, with opportunities for
interpretation and art.

•

Create opportunities to mirror this slower, pre-electricity quality of
“daily life on the farm” throughout the rest of the site, to provide
moments of communal interaction and reflections of community,
and the freedom to explore in a more improvisational manner.

•

Improve the sense of entry and orientation to the historic space,
through circulation paths to help choreograph the visitor
experience.

•

Use self-directed interpretation to define the role of the East
Farmstead.

2. Underutilized Space and Land
2a. North-central Open Space

2b. North-east Field

•

Relocate parking to this area.

•

Cultivate a connection between the two homesteads
through enhanced interpretation and programming.

•

Utilize open space for picnic and play.

2b. North-east Field
•

This area is ideal community gardens.

2c. South Field
•

Utilize this area for the historical farm as pasture land or for
demonstration crops.

•

Enhance the ecological function of the area and create
a stronger connection to the woodland area.

•

Opportunities for interpretation and more trails.

2c. So uth Field
3. Parking Lot

3. Parking lot

#CBP1701

•

Reconfigure the parking lot to minimize separation of the
homesteads.

•

Integrate green infrastructure to manage stormwater runoff.

•

Provide a clear drop-off area.

•

Provide bike facilities to accommodate multi-modal visitors.

4. Community Gardens
•

Enhance the community gardens by re-establishing them with
certified organic soils, fencing, compost and watering systems
within the site, and include parking nearby.

•

Expand programming to include classes on building soil,
composting, etc.
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Animals and Crops
•

Expand historical garden area, demonstration crop area,
demonstration pasture area and incorporate more barn
space into the farm.

•

Introduce heirloom plant species and heritage animal breeds.

•

Provide hands-on engagement, demonstration activities, and
expanded programming.

Play-based, Hands-on Opportunities
Animals o n the farm

•

Utilize the woods, natural materials, trails and existing site
features to establish a more immersive “nature”-play
experience.

•

Provide access to “old-fashioned” games, or activities where
children can improvise with imaginative play.

•

Provide open space for running around.

•

Incorporate interpretive elements from the farm into the play
experiences.

Daily and Year-round Use

Playing on the tractor

•

Incorporate a circulation system: from formal sidewalks to
informal paths.

•

Incorporate wayfinding signage that cues visitors, as well as
interpretive elements.

•

Provide a staging area near the parking lot for groups to
convene before their visit.

•

Provide moveable seating for picnickers.

•

Provide an outdoor shelter for a large group to gather for
events and inclement weather.

•

Provide features and/or programming to encourage visitors
during all seasons.

•

Provide area(s) for outdoor classroom space, as well as
infrastructure (potentially includes: pin-up/projection wall
space, seating, overhead shelter, etc.).

Ecology

Wild, undevelo ped land
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•

Remove invasive species and restore to pre-settlement
habitats.

•

Connect the woods and prairie area by restoring additional
areas of land.

•

Include ecological interpretation, trails, and play experiences.

•

Incorporate forest agriculture (sugar maple trees) and futurebased productivity and programming (nut trees and an
apiary), to enhance the experiential and interpretive potential
of the site.
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The Community
•

Create features and programming that bridge the user groups
through the universal and timeless nature of food and farming.

•

Create “heritage gardens” that will reflect the current Brooklyn
Park community through gardening, cooking, and eating
food; sharing cultural knowledge from another.

•

Grow food for the community food shelf, host community
meals, and have different demonstrations and conversations
around food sovereignty.

Spring planting

6. Develop modern spaces that better support the
preservation, interpretation, and function of the site.
•

Construct modern restrooms for private and public use that
are fully accessible, are family friendly, and have the ability for
year-round use.

•

Develop and construct a modern year-round building or
covered area located outside of the historic exhibit that can
be rented by groups that contains restrooms, concessions,
seating areas, a catering kitchen, and a large multi-purpose
space.

•

Develop new accessible staff and volunteer spaces that have
access to restrooms, costume and prop storage, changing
areas, break space, and separate climate-controlled space
for the storage of site-related archival materials.

•

Develop facilities that can be used year-round by staff,
volunteers, visitors, and animals.

•

Incorporate the East Farm into the visitor experience as a
support for the West Farm and keep the residence a rental for
the caretaker. Use the main barn for events and have an
animal exhibit in the sheep shed. Relocate the general
store/admin. building back to the east farm and rehabilitate it
for the Historical Society.

•

To restore the property to the proposed interpretive era of
1905-1920 and more accurately depict the character of the
properties from that time, remove features from other periods
in the farms’ history.

House with General Store to the left

East Farm house and garage
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Master Plan Concept
A single site concept and interpretive plan that incorporates all
feedback collected by the Master Plan team was presented to the
community at the Spring on the Farm event held at Eidem Homestead
on May 5, 2018. The event was held free of charge and, in addition to
regular Spring on the Farm activities, an area was set aside near the
General Store/Admin. building for the display of the Master Plan site
plan and opportunities for the community to comment and
participate in a vote.
The intent of the Master Plan is to restore the West Farm exhibit area to
the interpretive era of 1905-1920 and provide enhancements outside
of the exhibit area to support the West Farm’s interpretation. The
exhibit is intended to be the only piece of the property that maintains
the proposed interpretive appearance of 1905 - 1920. The following
list represents the “big ideas” that will provide support for the exhibit
area:
1.

Construct a new building and repurpose some existing buildings.
Linking the two sites, a new building of approximately 7,000 square
feet, is constructed in the field between the West and East Farms.
It accommodates all the desired support functions including: staff
and volunteer spaces, a multi-purpose space with catering
kitchen, public and private restrooms, ticketing and concessions.
The General Store/Admin building would be relocated from the
West Farm back to its original location on the East Farm to
becomes a place for the Historical Society. The East Farm barn is
repurposed as a picnic pavilion or as a potential space for
interpretive play. The chicken coop becomes a play/learning
structure. The sheep shed from the East Farm is relocated to the
West Farm to the approximate location of the sheep barn that
previously existed.

2.

Relocate onsite parking and community gardens.
Parking is reconfigured to be centrally located between the West
Farm and the relocated community gardens. The relocation of the
community gardens to the northeastern corner activates a
currently unprogrammed area of the property and provides high
visibility to road.

3.

Heritage gardens as buffer and lens.
The concept of heritage gardens is introduced as the spine
between the West Farm and remainder of the site amenities. It
provides both a buffer and a lens to the exhibit by allowing space
for global gardens, farm-to-table experiences, introduction of
orchard crops, beekeeping, and expanded historical gardens. An
open-air shelter for 50 people would be incorporated to support
heritage garden community events.
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1

2

3

The
Exhibit

Visitor
Center

Gardens
& Trails

4
Pasture
& Prairie
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1
The Exhibit
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2
Visitor
Center
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Gardens
& Trails
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4
Pasture
& Prairie
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Conceptual Budget Summary
The following is a summary of a conceptual budget for the interpretive plan and single site development
concept outlined within this document.

PRIORITY
Site Improvements

TOTAL
$2,454,900

Priority 1 (1-3 Years) SUBTOTAL

$105,600

Priority 2 (3-5 Years) SUBTOTAL

$7,500

Priority 3 (5-10 Years) SUBTOTAL

$2,341,800

Building Improvements

$4,381,710

Priority 1 (1-3 Years) SUBTOTAL

$152,460

Priority 2 (3-5 Years) SUBTOTAL

$162,000

Priority 3 (5-10 Years) SUBTOTAL

$4,067,250

Interpretive Improvements

$246,000

Priority 1 (1-3 Years) SUBTOTAL

$126,500

Priority 2 (3-5 Years) SUBTOTAL

$62,500

Priority 3 (5-10 Years) SUBTOTAL

$57,000

Priorities Summary

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST OF CONSTRUCTION

Priority 1 (1-3 Years) TOTAL

$384,560

Priority 2 (3-5 Years) TOTAL

$232,000

Priority 3 (5-10 Years) TOTAL

$6,466,050
$7,082,610

10% Contingency, Design, & Administration

$708,261

TOTAL ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION BUDGET

$7,790,871
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INTRODUCTION
In October of 2017, the City of Brooklyn Park retained consultant team
led by Miller Dunwiddie, with site master planning consultant SRF
Consulting Group, interpretive planners Bluestem Consulting Group,
and structural engineers Meyer Borgman Johnson, to develop a TenYear Master Plan for the Eidem Homestead located in Brooklyn Park,
Minnesota.

Goals
The goal of this Master Plan is to provide a vision for Eidem Homestead
that builds public awareness for this asset, to highlight the uniqueness
of Eidem Homestead, to help build the political will needed by the City
of Brooklyn Park to secure funding for current and future public
programs and expand visitor services, amenities, and revenue
potential.
Specifically, the team was asked to develop the following:
1.

A mission and vision statement for Eidem Homestead.

2.

An Interpretive Plan for programs and self-directed exhibits.

3.

A development plan for the nineteen-plus acre site that
supports the vision, programs, interpretive plan, and facilities
that result in an enhanced visitor experience and a location
for the Brooklyn Historical Society.

The Master Plan identifies issues and opportunities within the core areas
of history, audience, site, and buildings of the homestead. The plan
includes recommendations for site improvements over the next ten
years including landscaping, wayfinding, buildings, and self-directed
interpretation.
It is the intent of the City of Brooklyn Park to honor the unique history
of the homestead by complying with the Secretary of the Interior
Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties. At this time, the
homestead is not listed locally or nationally on the Register for Historic
Places. The Master Plan process did determine that the State Historic
Preservation Office (SHPO) has not made any findings about the
eligibility of the East Farm and SHPO considers the West Farm still
eligible. It was also found that there is no record at SHPO of the fore
mentioned idea or suggestion of a combined East and West Farm
Historic District.
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INTRODUCTION
Process
The Miller Dunwiddie team recognizes that historically the people of
Brooklyn Park have invested in preserving the historic nature of Eidem
Homestead and see it as a unique asset in the community. The team
listened and learned from the community to help form consensus for
the next steps in creating what additional resources are needed to
make Eidem Homestead more successful. The Master Plan works to
give form and create a plan for what the City and the community
revealed about the site.
To facilitate the gathering of information for this Master Plan, the tasks
were divided into three steps (The notes from the meetings and events
listed below are included in the Appendix of this document).

1. Project initiation/organization
A work plan was established in advance to assure the necessary steps
for community engagement were scheduled and committed. This step
included reviewing available documents on the history, audience, site,
and buildings of the homestead.

2. Site walk through / project kick off
City staff and the consultant team met onsite in late December 2017,
to get acquainted with the site. It was also a time to understand initial
ideas and concerns about the future for the site.

Site walk through

3. City and Community Engagement
In January 2018, the consultant team worked with City staff to capture
their ideas and to further identify existing facility challenges or barriers
to support programs and/or future program potential.
On March 6, 2018, a stakeholder workshop was scheduled by the City
to help discover the full potential of the homestead. The City invited
attendees from the key stakeholder groups including Eidem volunteers
and staff members, Brooklyn Historical Society, Eidem Program
Partners, and City of Brooklyn Park Recreation and Parks staff. The
Miller Dunwiddie team lead the workshop with 17 attendees.

Community Engagement

From March 29, 2018 through May 11, 2018, the City made available a
ten-question survey through an online survey engine. The questions
included multiple choice and open-ended questions. Survey
notification came through the City’s email list, webpage, social media
outlets, and postcards.
On May 5, 2018, Eidem Homestead hosted the Spring on the Farm
event free of charge. The interpretive plan and the draft development
concept was revealed to the community for feedback. The Master
Plan team was present at the event to explain the master plan and
answer questions.
An unofficial vote was conducted on four
interactive poster boards, and an opportunity to write comments on a
white board was provided. The event was well attended with over 500
attendees recorded.
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What we Learned
Throughout the listening sessions, surveys, community events, and visits to
the site, there were many issues and opportunities that the team heard
and saw. The following lists represent a summary of the most common
themes that emerged from the comments and community engagement.
Each of these themes are utilized in the development of the interpretive
and development plans that inform the ultimate vision for Eidem
Homestead.

History
1.

The present interpretive message at the site is vague and ineffective.

2.

The present interpretive era is not consistently defined and does not
match with the appearance of the house.

3.

The present interpretive model
programming opportunities.

and

the

physical

site

limits

Audience
1.

Attendance at, public engagement of, and advocacy for the site is
limited.

2.

There is little overlap or integration between the gardeners, historic
farm users, and broader park users.

3.

There are a variety of opportunities available. (i.e. community
gardens, story time, seasonal events, and the community gardens)
that draw the highest percentage of visitors.

4.

People want more animals and crops.

5.

People want more play-based, hands-on opportunities.

6.

The whole community should be represented at the site.

Land
1.

The West Farm exhibit boundary needs to be clearly defined.

2.

There is underutilized land.

3.

The parking lot physically divides the site.

4.

The location of, and modernity of, the community gardens competes
with the historic quality of the exhibit space.

5.

The site features should support the farm, as well as, daily and yearround use.

6.

Ecological function of the site should be enhanced.

Buildings

#CBP1701

1.

The restrooms for public and private use are inadequate.

2.

A space is needed for a group larger than 75 people to gather.

3.

Staff and volunteers all function out of one small space.

4.

A building that supports year-round use of the site is needed.

5.

The east farm is a rental property and it is not open to the public.

6.

Not all the buildings on both farms support the interpretive era and the
exhibit.
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HISTORY
Eidem Timeline

1850

1900
Farming

Native
Americans
/ Dakota

Subsistence
Farming

1950
Rental
Era

Market Farming (onions, potatoes, sheep)

2000
Heritage Site

(Haying)

1977-1986: East Farm
rented

1986: East Farm bought
by City

1976: West Farm
bought by City

1977: Archie dies

1918: Archie and Leland
buy East Farm

1890-1892: Silas and
Margaret build East Farmhouse

1957-1976: West farm
rented

1950: Lectie dies. 1956:
John Dies

1946: John and Lectie
retire from farming

1905: John and Lectie
Eidem expand West
farmhouse

1894: John and Lectie
buy West farm

1890: Bragdon buys
West farm

1873-1879: Silas Merrill builds West farm house

1857: Silas Merrill purchases land

1856: John Berry purchases land

East Farm

pre-1851: Develop trail system, hunting

West Farm

National Registry Period of
Significance, 1894-1946 (market
sheep potato farming), West Farm
Potential Era of significance, ~1890-~1960, East Farm
As this diagram shows, the history of the East and West Farm properties is closely related. Both farms participated
in the market farming economy of Brooklyn Park. Market farming is the (typically small scale and urban-fringe)
production of crops and animals to be sold directly to urban markets (vs. subsistence, or cash-crop farming).
That association is what makes the West farm eligible for listing on the national registry.
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HISTORY
History of Interpretive Efforts
In 1976, the City of Brooklyn Park purchased the West Farm from the
grandchildren of John and Lectie Eidem, using $40,000 provided from
the Department of Housing and Urban Development. Dennis Palm,
former Director of Parks and Recreation noted that the goal of this
purchase was to “retain some of what Brooklyn Park looked like before
it became suburban development.” 1
In the fall of 1979, the Farm opened as a “Living History Farm,” with
costumed guided tours of the house, chicken coop, pig pen, and duck
pond, and demonstrations of butter churning, baking on a woodburning stove, and making corn husk dolls. The goal was to make the
farm look as it did in the late 1800s, and it was furnished with items that
were earlier than 1910. The era and programming choices reflected
the broader trend and interest in pioneer-era history and culture,
evident in the popularity of things like the “Little House on the Prairie”
television series (1974-1982) and the national focus on the bicentennial
in 1976.

Existing Era and T hemes

From 1978 to 2008, site manager Kay Grotenhuis oversaw the site and
a seasonal program that generally focused on life from 1894-1900.
Besides demonstrating kitchen and farm practices, special programs
on topics such as dried flower arranging, spinning of wool, rosemaling,
and Norwegian art were offered. Folk dancing with banjo and guitar
music was offered, as well as historic yard games and picnics. The OldFashioned (Norwegian) Christmas program with lefse, krumkake, and
rice porridge was offered as early as 1980, and has becoming an
enduring and popular program at the site. A Thanksgiving event was
also offered some years. The site also added sheep, ducks, goats, a
cow, and cat, a horse, and occasionally other animals.
During the past decade, programming at the site has continued to
focus on the 1894-1900 era. Seasonal events such as “Old Fashioned
Christmas,” “Spring at the Farm,” and “Fall at the Farm” have
continued to draw a reliable attendance between 200 and 400.
“Storytimes,” “Movies,” and “Concerts” have been consistently
popular with young families. During the summers of 2015 and 2016, As
noted by site staff, “Market and Open House” events drew large
audiences to the site, but required significant staffing, drew few people
into the historic buildings, and appeared to result in diminishing
satisfaction by the public. A “Halloween” program was tried and

1

“Suburb Restores Farm, Bygone Era,” Star Tribune, September 20, 1979.
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discontinued due to increased competition by other venues and
decreasing attendance. A variety of programs and new initiatives such
as art classes, “Tater Daze,” summer camp visits (run through the Parks
and Recreation Department), “Eidem at Night,” and teas have been
offered. Scheduled, guided tours and “Daily Life” open houses
continue to draw a reliable crowd.
While total annual attendance at the historic site remains fairly good
(fluctuating between 4,816 and 6,016 over the past six years– and
greatly dependent on the weather), staff are keenly aware that the
visitors do not reflect the broader demographics of Brooklyn Park. The
staff suspect the low visitation is related to marketing factors,
demographic factors, and interpretive focus. The staff also recognizes
that the physical conditions of the site limit the availability to
adequately serve the existing audience, expand beyond the summer
season, or develop many new initiatives.
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What we Learned
1.

Existing

Without a clearly articulated message, site staff and volunteers
present a variety of different information that is not always related.
A clearly articulated, consistent message would create a more
impactful experience for visitors and help the public develop a
deeper appreciation for the history and the site. A clear
interpretive vision and message are also fundamental to
establishing attractive educational programs for schools groups
and other groups.

Interpretive Era
1890-1910 (website)
1890-1900 (brochure)
1900 (staff manual)

Interpretive Messages
Life on the farm was different then
•

There was no electricity – so many
tasks were harder

•

There was no indoor plumbing

•

Women, Men, and children had
specific roles

2.

They raised sheep (and grew
potatoes)

•

They had other animals (chickens,
etc.)

•

Their buildings had special uses

(The Eidems celebrated Norwegian
Christmas traditions)

Methods
•

Costumed Guided Tours of house
and farm buildings

•

Open House events with Costumed
Guide demonstrations and
interactive stations

•

Travelling trunk outreach program
(with or without facilitator)

•

Special programs (concerts, book
readings)

•

Animal displays

#CBP1701

The present interpretive era is not consistently defined and does not
match with the appearance of the house.
The inconsistency of a defined era creates an inconsistent historic
message for visitors. Though the interpretive efforts are set in ~1900,
the dominant features of the farm — the house — was not
expanded until 1905. This conflict creates a historical paradox that
is difficult to resolve.

The Eidems were farmers
•

The present interpretive message at the site is vague and
ineffective.

3.

The present interpretive model and the physical site limits
programming opportunities.
Though the staff- and volunteer-led demonstrations and activities
are extremely successful, they require a high degree of scheduling,
staffing, management, and budget. Newer, lower-cost methods
would allow for the site to be open for additional hours, and better
serve after-hour visitors. Site and building improvements could help
extend the season and support additional programming.
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Current Users and Interests
Gardeners
•

Largest attendance at the farm (42%)

•

Approximately 80 garden plots with around 3840 site visits

•

Demographically more representative of Brooklyn Park

•

Visitor Interests:
o

Healthy and fertile soil and environment

o

Open, casual socializing

History Visitors
•

Second largest attendance at farm (15%)

•

Attend Seasonal Events (Spring on Farm, Tater Daze, Fall on the
Farm, Norwegian Christmas), Daily Life Open Houses, and Eidem at
Night

•

Many families with children (0~13), fair amount have grandparent

•

Some singles and couples

•

Visitor Interests:
o

Family-friendly experience

o

History content

o

Access to nature and animals

o

Open, casual socializing

o

Flexible programming schedule

Families with Preschoolers
•

Third largest group of visitors at the farm (14%)

•

Attend Story Times

•

Children under 7 and caretaker (parent, nanny, etc.)

•

Some Local Day Care groups

•

Visitor Interests:
o

Kid-friendly entertainment

o

Access to nature, animals, and history

o

Open, casual socializing

Cultural Visitors

#CBP1701

•

Fourth largest attendance at farm (10%)

•

Attend scheduled cultural events (Concerts, Movies)

•

Some interest in history, but more likely interested in specific artist
or movie

•

Visitor Interests:
o

Family-friendly experience

o

High-quality cultural programming (concerts, movies)
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o

Access to nature, history, and animals

o

Open, casual socializing

School Groups
•

Fifth largest attendance at farm (9%)

•

Come for scheduled Tours and attend Preschool Camp

•

School visitors primarily grades 1,2; some 3,4; occasional 5-8.

•

Preschool campers ages 3,4,5

•

Some Home School groupings - mixed ages

•

School visitors – most are not from the Brooklyn Park area

•

Visitor Interests:
o

High-quality history content

o

Access to nature and animals

o

Structured program but outside a classroom

o

Highly interactive experience

Landscape Lovers
•

Sixth largest attendance at farm (8%)

•

Schedule photography shoots or Fall Packages (bonfire and/or
hay ride)

•

Minimal interest in history (rarely schedule add-on house tour)

•

Visitor Interests:
o

Group-friendly experience (teams, girl/boy scouts, retreat
groups)

o

Access to nature, and animals

o

Aesthetic quality of farm space

o

Bonfire and sense of privacy, remoteness

o

Open, casual socializing

Staff and Volunteers
•

Around 10-12 part-time staff, and 20-50 volunteers. Wide variety
of ages.

•

Most programs occur during summer and shoulder seasons.

•

Visitor Interests:
o

#CBP1701

History content

o

Creating a family-friendly experience

o

Aesthetic quality of farm space

o

Functional practical spaces for working and
collaborating.
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What we Learned
1.

Attendance at, public engagement of, and advocacy for the site
is limited.
Attendance to the historic site is modest and does not represent
the broader demographics of Brooklyn Park. There is a perception
that awareness of the site is also low, though a survey monkey
suggested just 3% of local residents were unaware of the site, and
another 5% were unaware they could visit. The lack of a
meaningful, marketable message (or brand) for the site means
that the public has a difficult time understanding, appreciating,
and advocating for the site.
Recommendations:

2.

•

Using the interpretive message as a foundation, develop a
new brand and develop a marketing strategy for the site. This
will help the public be aware of the site, its meaning, and its
amenities.

•

Develop the programs outlined in this interpretive plan to
increase attendance at the site. Programs should be highquality and appealing to broader audiences.

•

Continue to use social media, e-newsletters, and traditional
media to promote events. Send press releases to local news
organizations each season. Develop and maintain an email list
of potential visitors, volunteers, and donors. Develop a “Friends
of” organization to help with fund-raising for new initiatives.
Continue and expand collaboration with the Brooklyn Park
Historical Society. The Site manager should continue to
actively participate in local history and museum networks to
keep up on best practices in the field.

There is little overlap or integration between the gardeners, historic
farm users, and broader park users.
The lack of a broader, integrated site master plan means that
visitors to the site have little interaction or awareness of other uses
and users on the site. The meaning and purpose of the East Farm
is undefined and unclear to the public.
Recommendations:
•
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Create a site that integrates uses to help promote a stronger
sense of community. Improve landscaping and layout to help
draw visitors into the site and help create visual lines between
different uses. Promote programs that encourage overlapping
interests to help expand the sense of community between
users within the site.
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3.

There are a variety of opportunities available. Story time, seasonal
events, and the community gardens draw the highest percentage
of visitors.
With larger, covered, gathering spaces, a classroom, and support
for staff and public programs (restrooms, offices, etc.) there is the
potential for significant increase of all audiences. Page 33 offers
more details about potential new programs.
Recommendations:

4.

•

Extend the season with the creation of new year-round spaces.

•

Expand the audience with the creation of new programs (see
page 38). Increase collaborations with other organizations.

People want more animals and crops.
Through engagement with staff, volunteers, community members
and surveys, there is a clear desire that people want to interact
with more varieties and higher number of farm animals. Animals
are the main attraction at the Spring on the Farm event, and most
of the visitors want to see more animals. To accommodate
additional animals, both barn space as well as a significant
amount of pasture land must be dedicated to the farm area.

Animals o n the farm

#CBP1701

Similarly, there is a strong desire to expand programming around
kitchen gardens and demonstration crops on the farm. For
example, potato farming, which was a primary crop for the
Eidem’s. If there was more dedicated land, the exhibit may be
able to demonstrate more accurately how the family planted,
nurtured and harvested their potatoes.
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Recommendations:

5.

•

Expand historical garden area, demonstration crop area,
demonstration pasture area and incorporate more barn
space into the farm.

•

Introduce heirloom plant species and heritage animal breeds.

People want more play-based, hands-on opportunities.
Engagement revealed a strong desire for hands-on play activities
for children and adults, including play that is more nature-based.
While the site does not support any type of dedicated play area,
there is a plethora of open space, as well as woods and
naturalized areas to explore when the farm is not open to visitors.
Observations during the Spring on the Farm event included a lot of
improvisational play: appropriating objects for play like climbing
on tractors, pumping water, jumping across benches, and so forth.
Recommendations:
•

Utilize the woods, natural materials, trails and existing site
features to establish a more immersive “nature”-play
experience.

•

Provide access to “old-fashioned” games, or activities where
children can improvise with imaginative play.

•

Provide open space for running around.

•

Opportunity to incorporate interpretive elements from the
farm into the play experiences.

Playing on the tractor

6.

Spring planting

The whole community should be represented at the site.
The story of the farm and its community is not unlike the Brooklyn
Park community today. The site has the potential to connect with
the entire community of Brooklyn Park; therefore, there should be
an intention to connect with all communities at the site. The core
group of visitors currently connected to the site is made up of
members visitors and volunteers of the Eidem Homestead, as well
as others who grow food in the community garden plots. As a start,
the evolution of the site needs to tap into these diverse groups to
nurture their connections to both the exhibit and the larger story
of the site. These core visitors are the future pollinators; they will
share their experiences and bring others to the site. Furthermore,
additional features added to the site will provide amenities to
better support visitors – to stay longer, to see and do more, and to
access the site using multiple modes of transportation.
Recommendations:
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•

Create features and programming that bridge these different
user groups in ways that touch upon the universal and timeless
nature of food and farming.

•

Dedicate an area on the site for “heritage gardens” – a
feature that will reflect the current Brooklyn Park community
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through gardening; growing, cooking and eating food; sharing
cultural knowledge, techniques and traditions; celebrating
holidays; and learning from one another.
•
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Opportunity to grow food for the community food shelf, host
community meals, and have different demonstrations and
conversations around food sovereignty.
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Background and Philosophy
Since the opening of this historic farm in 1979, Brooklyn Park has
undergone significant population growth and demographic changes.
Today, Brooklyn Park is one of the most diverse cities in Minnesota, with
around 52% residents being minorities, and around 21% being
immigrants. Of these immigrants, many come from Liberia, Laos,
Somalia, and Mexico.
The vast majority of Brooklyn Park residents have little personal
connection to Brooklyn Park history, as most arrived after 1960. As a
second ring suburb, Brooklyn Park continues to attract new residents
to new developments and affordable housing. Overall, most residents
to Brooklyn Park lack a deep, multi-generational connection to the
local 1900 history.
But Brooklyn Park’s residents do share some common attributes: many
of the immigrant groups come from agricultural (farming, livestock,
and gardening) cultures, and many from cultures that value extended
family and tribal ties. All residents share the universal desire to be a
part of a healthy family and health community. By emphasizing the
ways that these cultures, values, and desires are reflected in both the
historic themes and in today’s community, we can create a stronger
connection to the site and to each other.
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A Revitalized Name, Mission, and Vision
As a part of this effort, we considered the idea of re-naming the site.
During the past four decades, the site has been known by a variety of
names. (Eidem Homestead, The History Farm, The Brooklyn Park
Historical Farm.) During this process, we surveyed the public to
measure interest in different names. The most popular choice was
"Eidem Heritage Farm and Gardens" (33%) followed by "Historic Eidem
Farm" (31%). (Data found in Survey Monkey Results in the Appendix.)
We recommend either of these options, as they capture both the
history and farming aspects of the farm, without the misleading word
"homestead." (Historically, "homesteading" meant a legal process of
claiming the land by proving occupancy. The Eidems did not
homestead the land. We believe including "homestead" in the name
creates an inaccurate and confusing reference here.)
In response to the community’s needs, this site can embrace the
broader goal to,

“Nurture our Roots and Grow our Future.”
This can be articulated in the following mission and vision:

Mission:
To be a welcoming and inspiring space to
learn about Brooklyn Park’s market farming
history, and to celebrate our shared heritage
of agriculture, families, and community.

Vision:
To create a vibrant public space for people
to enjoy the outdoors, learn about our
shared heritage, and to make connections
between our history, our present, and our
future.
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Proposed Interpretive Changes
In order to strengthen the importance and the success for the Eidem Farm, we recommend shifting the
interpretive era slightly, defining the themes, and expanding the program offerings. These changes, as well as
the physical changes recommended elsewhere, help to support the vision of “Nurturing our Roots, and Growing
our Future.”

I. Shift the Interpretive Era to 1905-1920
In the past, interpretation at the
farm loosely focused on the 18901905
era.
While
generally
successful, this focus has created
significant physical, historic, and
contextual
paradoxes.
The
Eidems did not purchase the
home until 1894 (four years after
the presently chosen era begins),
and the boys were born in 1893
and 1897. The West farmhouse
was significantly expanded in
1905, and has been restored to
look as it did in that year and the
period immediately after 1905.
By shifting the era to 1905-1920,
these
contradictions
are
eliminated.
The
physical
appearance
of
the
house
matches the era, and the site can
better and more accurately
interpret childhood life on the
farm (in 1905, Archie was 12 and
Leland 8). This change also allows
for a natural discussion of Archie
purchasing the East farm in 1918.
In addition, this era shift allows
the interpretation to embrace
broader
contextual
historic
themes that add meaning to the
site.
Mechanization,
the
development of tractors and
vehicles, and the rise of market
farming are significant to the
farm and more easily discussed.
Women’s suffrage, World War I,
immigration and the Great
Migration can also be included.
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II. Define the Interpretive Themes
In the past, the interpretation focused generally on lifestyle, and
housekeeping and farming practices at the turn of the century.
Programs based on these topics are extremely popular and will
continue to be core offerings.
The proposed interpretive message helps to integrate the previous
offerings into a broader, more meaningful vision:
As market farmers, the Eidem family worked together to raise their
animals and crops while adapting to a changing world. They were
stewards of their land and investors of their community, and their
heritage of agriculture, family, and community investment endures
today.
This message can be further articulated through three main themes:
•
Nurturing our Roots (Land Stewardship and Agriculture)
•
Family and Community (Lifestyle and Community)
•
Celebrating our Heritage (Cultural Celebrations)

Theme A: Nurturing our Roots
For generations, the people of Brooklyn Park have been the stewards
of this land.
For generations, our community has been the stewards of this land.
The Dakota used fire and other techniques to manage their animals
and crops. The first wave of settlers tilled the land for crops, rapidly
depleting the topsoil, until the second generation developed
sustainable farming practices to help preserve it. Lectie and John
carefully nurtured their plants, gardens, and crops, and raised their
animals. Today, this heritage can be seen in the Community Gardens,
where residents use organic methods to grow their produce and
flowers. The revitalized Eidem Farm and Garden site models
responsible land use by incorporating rain gardens, low-impact
parking, native plantings, etc.

Emphasis:
•
•
•
•
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Increased content on historic land management and
farming practices
Expanded, enriched content on animals
New content on organic gardens
New content on present land restoration efforts
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Theme B: Family and Community
Today – as in the past – family is community, and community is family.
Investments in these groups are critical for our health.
Lectie and John Eidem, Jr. were deeply connected to Brooklyn
through both birth and intention. Both John and Lectie were born and
grew up in the neighborhood and lived their whole lives within a twomile radius. The home was a three-generation family for a while, and
their sons lived and farmed next door. They weathered economic trials
by supporting each other. They were active members of local
organizations. Visitors can explore how they contribute to
strengthening their families and their community.

Emphasis:
•
•
•

Expanded efforts to connect immediate Eidem family to
broader family and community stories
Introduce stories of failure and resilience
Strengthen programs for all ages

Theme C: Celebrating our Heritage
Brooklyn Park’s heritage includes immigration, agriculture, and
community investment.
Lectie and John were the first generation of kids to grown up in
“Brooklyn” — a place strongly influenced by its proximity to
Minneapolis— and were the last generation to farm the land. The
heritage of immigration, market farming, and suburban development
are shared by everyone. The Eidems hosted and attended family
events, community events, and celebrated national and Christian
holidays on the farm. The spirit of the “harvest table” can be extended
to include new foods, new music, and new celebrations.

Emphasis:
•
•
•
•
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Expand food-based programming
Expand national holiday programming (Arbor Day,
Halloween, Flag Day, Labor Day, Memorial Day. 4th of July)
Continue to expand ethnic celebrations – particularly to new
immigrant groups
Continue to expand cultural and musical programming
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III. Expand the Programming
The proposed physical changes to the site significantly expands the
potential for interpretation at the farm. With the addition of a fourseason Visitor Center and an integrated landscaping plan, the site
can offer more programs to more people at more times.

Introduce Self-Guided Programming
Signed walking paths: create a series of interpretive paths that lead
visitors through the site, exploring the animals, historic structures,
demonstration gardens and crops, restored natural areas, and open
fields.
Small Exhibits: host small exhibits in the Visitor Center that describes
both the history and significance of the site. Host temporary exhibits
that highlight other related stories in the community (photography,
local student work, watercolors, paper making).
Online or physical brochures: offer brochures that highlight seasonal
changes on the site.
Sandwich/White Board Prompts: encourage visitors to note wildlife or
plant changes as they explore the site, then note their observations
on a shared board.

Expand and Strengthen Walk-In, Hands-On Activities
Demonstration Garden and Crop Activities: Encourage visitors to
plant, mulch, weed, water, and harvest crops throughout the season.
Animal Activities: Drop in for scheduled daily feeding of the animals
and cleaning of stalls.
Touch, Taste, and Make Tables: Standing tables offer opportunities for
visitors to touch and taste local produce, foods, and crafts. Selfdirected craft tables encourage visitors to try crafts.
Family and Community Activities: housekeeping activities (existing),
as well as new ones; make a family tree, make a neighborhood map,
start your block club list, write a thank you to a neighbor, nominate
someone to the “neighborhood wall of honor”, etc.
Yard Games: Have baskets with yard-games ready to check-out.
Offer both old-fashioned and new games, as well as ones from other
cultures.
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Increase Year-Round Programs
Lectures and Readings: the new classroom can be used for lectures
on historic and cultural topics, and readings.
Performances and Demonstrations: The new indoor classroom and
expanded outdoor space can host dance and music performances
throughout the year. Historic re-enactment groups can demonstrate
things such as baseball, croquet, and leatherworking.
Book Clubs and Special Interest Clubs: Monthly book clubs can be
hosted that focus on nature, agriculture, and family related books.
Bridge, Canasta, Bunco, Bingo, Shax/Jare (traditional Somali game),
Ludo (Somali), Queah (Liberian), Tuj Lub (Hmong) can be offered at a
regularly scheduled time.
Classes and Workshops: Offer programs coordinated with the City’s
Adult and Senior Adult programs, Anoka-Hennepin ECFE, the
University of Minnesota Extension Services, or Shingle Creek and West
Mississippi Watershed Management Commissions. Host classes and
workshops on agriculture and land stewardship topics such as:
Backyard Composting, Backyard Beekeeping, Maple Syruping, Rain
Gardens, Pollinators, Butterfly Gardens, Mulching Workshop, Building
Birdhouses, Seed Saving, Pickling, Your Watershed, Buckthorn and
Garlic Mustard. Cultural workshops could include topics like:
photography, watercolors, knitting, leaf pressing, papermaking.
Family and Community topics like: The Sandwich Generation, Using
Social Media to connect the Generations, Oral Histories, and
Scrapbooking.
Stories from the Porch: Continue to offer the popular program, with
additional story times in the fall, winter and spring hosted in the new
visitor center. Consider adding a modest book-related craft activity
to enhance the experience for families.

Expand and Strengthen Seasonal Programs
Note: Daily Life on the Farm is presently held 6-9 times per year. As
staffing and site capacity changes, that program can be reviewed.
Some of the seasonal programs can continue to rely on costumed
volunteers, but others can be led by a smaller group of non-costumed
staff.
Earth Day: come help clean up the farm and learn about invasive
species that are threatening Brooklyn Park’s habitat.
3-G Day: come celebrate three-generation families! Learn about the
tradition of May Day Baskets for the elderly, as well as other traditional
customs of honoring elders in our community.
Spring on the Farm: continue to offer this program, which offers the
public the chance to plant the garden, visit baby animals, sample
baked goods, make cards for Mother’s Day, and learn about
phenology of plants.
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Community Plant Exchange: divide and conquer! Bring some of your
garden’s most successful plants to share with your neighbors and
receive cuttings in return. Seed packets are given to all who attend.
Learn how to start your own compost pile.
Sheep Weekend: Learn about raising sheep, both historic practices
and today. Learn about sheep-related products (wool, lanolin,
mutton) and taste traditional mutton recipes.
Chicks Weekend: Learn about raising chickens, both historic practices
and today. Learn about chicken-related products, and taste egg and
chicken recipes.
Tater Daze: continue to offer this program.
Fall on the Farm: continue to offer this program.
Norwegian Christmas: continue to offer this program and consider
evolving it to include other traditional winter celebrations.
Night Walk and Star Gazing: Learn about the night sky, and some of
the stories about the constellations.
National holidays: consider adding programs related to Valentine’s
Day, Flag Day, Independence Day, Memorial Day, Labor Day, and
Veteran’s Day.

Expand Tours
School Tours: Competition for school tour visits is high – and the
expenses of bus transportation and demands for school instruction
time create challenges for attracting school audiences. The Oliver
Kelley Farm and Gibbs Farm have developed strong school tour
programs that generally focus on 19th century topics. Create tour
and curricula packages that focus on the 20th century era and the
new expanded interpretive themes, such as “Market Farms and the
Suburbs,” “Sustainable Agriculture Now and Then,” “Farms,
Migration, and Migrant Labor” “Heritage Animals,” and “Heirloom
Crops.” The Pre-Visit, Visit, and Post-Visit Curricula should be explicitly
tied to the State Standards.
Homeschool, Scout Troops, and Retirement Community Tours: Adapt
the standard school tour program offerings for different audiences.
Guided Tours: Create (non-costumed guided) tour offerings that
focus on topics such as “Market Farming in Brooklyn Park – Now and
Then,” “Soil and Water Conservation,” “Heritage Animals,” and
“Heirloom Crops.”
Summer Camps: The new Visitor Center allows for a dramatic
expansion of the summer camp program. Weekly camps can be
offered on topics such as “Sheep, Goats, and Kids!” “Camping 101,”
“Children’s Gardens,” and “Grandma and Me Camp.”
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Existing

Proposed
Interpretive Era

1890-1910 (website)
1890-1900 (brochure)
1900 (staff manual)

1905-1920

Interpretive Messages
Life on the farm was different then
•
There was no electricity – so many tasks
were harder
•
There was no indoor plumbing
•
Women, Men, and children had specific
roles
The Eidems were farmers
•
They raised sheep (and grew potatoes)
•
They had other animals (chickens, etc.)
•
Their buildings had special uses

Theme A: Nurturing our Roots
For generations, the people of Brooklyn Park have
been the stewards of this land.
Theme B: Family and Community
Today – as in the past – family is community, and
community is family.
Theme C: Celebrating our Heritage
Brooklyn Park’s heritage includes immigration,
agriculture, immigration, and community
investment.

(The Eidems celebrated Norwegian Christmas
traditions)

Methods
Costumed Guided Tours of house and farm
buildings
Open House events with Costumed Guide
demonstrations and interactive stations
Travelling trunk outreach program (with or without
facilitator)
Special programs (concerts, book readings)
Animal displays

Costumed Guided Tours of house and farm buildings
Open House events with Costumed Guide
demonstrations and interactive stations
Travelling trunk outreach program (with or without
facilitator)
Expanded special programs (concerts, book
readings, lectures, exhibits)
Expanded animal exhibits and daily feeding and
care demonstrations.
Drop-In, self-guided tour program across entire site
Interpretive Signage

#CBP1701
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The early phases of the master planning process took our team through
engagement with stakeholders and the public and provided
opportunities to view and think critically about the exhibit and site. The
primary takeaways from this experience have led to the following
questions:
IDENTITY: What is the exhibit – versus what is the site?
CONNECTIVITY: How are they connected – and how are they not? How
can they support each other? How can programming and land
utilization contribute to making connections at a finer scale?
ENHANCING WHAT’S THERE: What is of value to the exhibit and site –
and how can we make it better?

Existing Site Plan
1. West Farm Exhibit
2a. North-central Open Space
2b. North-east Field
2c. South Field

2a

1

3. Parking Lot

2b

3

4. Community Gardens
(descriptions and photos follow)

4
4

2c
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What we Learned
1.

The West Farm exhibit boundary needs to be clearly defined, and
other features of the site should provide supporting context and
narrative.
The West Farm has been designated as the exhibit to be
interpreted - the “living”, historical site. Providing a clearly marked
boundary to define the “exhibit area” is critical to understanding
the site as well as experiencing the narrative of the site. It will clarify
the West Farm’s relationship to the East Farm, be supported by the
broader park site and amenities offered at the farm, as well as
cultivate connections to the greater Brooklyn Park community.
From studying the 1937 aerial – the earliest aerial photo record
available of the site, several observations have been made
regarding the character of land-use, including the old pasture
fence-line and visible foot and car paths.
Recommendations:

2.

•

Use the historic pasture fence-line as the southern-most
boundary of the exhibit.

•

Create a strong, linear walking connection between the West
Farm and the East Farm, with opportunities for interpretation
and art.

•

Create opportunities to mirror this slower, pre-electricity quality
of “daily life on the farm” throughout the rest of the site, to
provide moments of communal interaction and reflections of
community, and the freedom to explore in a more
improvisational manner.

•

Improve the sense of entry and orientation to the exhibit area,
through circulation paths to help choreograph the visitor
experience.

•

Use self-directed interpretation to define the role of the East
Farm.

There is underutilized land.
There are approximately seven acres, of the nineteen plus acres,
of land within the homestead site that are not currently utilized.
These areas include the North-central Open Space, the North-east
Field, and the South Field.
The North-central open space, approximately an acre in size, is a
flat, turf area occasionally used for overflow parking. Its lack of
definition and programming create a physical division between
the two farmsteads.

#CBP1701
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Recommendations:
2a. North-central Open Space

2a. North-central Open Space

•

Relocate parking to this area.

•

Cultivate a connection between the two homesteads through
enhanced interpretation and programming.

•

Utilize open space for picnic and play.

•

The North-east Field, also about an acre in size, is not serving a
purpose, programmatically or ecologically, and is located far
from the historical exhibit. The area is primarily flat and near
the road, so programming that can handle exposure is ideal.

2b. North-east Field
•

This area is ideal for community gardens or overflow parking.

•

The South Field is approximately 5 acres in size and makes up
the south section of the site. The area is naturalized in
appearance, with small groupings of trees and shrubs and
grasses. Due to these factors, it’s a popular area to observe
deer and other wildlife. Currently, the area has a mowed path
around the perimeter for hayrides in the fall.

2b. North-east Field

2c. South Field

2c. So uth Field

3.

•

Utilize this area for the historical farm as pasture land or for
demonstration crops.

•

Enhance the ecological function of the area and create a
stronger connection to the woodland area.

•

Opportunities for interpretation and more trails.

The parking lot physically divides the site.
The current parking lot is long and linear, and situated against the
eastern boundary of the historical farm. The configuration is
inefficient; it neither provides a sense of entry to the farm, nor a
drop-off area or bus parking zone. Furthermore, it physically
disconnects the two farmsteads.
Recommendations:

3. Parking lot

#CBP1701

•

Redesign and/or relocate parking lot to minimize separation of
the homesteads.

•

Integrate green infrastructure to manage stormwater runoff.

•

Provide clear drop-off area.

•

Provide bike facilities to accommodate multi-modal visitors.
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4.

The location of, and modernity of, the community gardens
competes with the historic quality of the exhibit space.
The community gardens are an important and valuable resource
for members of the community, serving families from diverse
cultural groups with space to grow food and create connections
within the community. There are two separate community garden
plots, approximately ½-acre in size each, located in the center of
the site. The gardens are enclosed by a tall fence, and consist of
approximately 80 plots, a composting area, and watering system.
From a location standpoint, however, their current location
interferes with any southward expansion of the historical farm. In
addition, the watering system for the garden creates a disconnect
with the pre-electricity era demonstrated at the farm.
Recommendations:

4. Community Gardens

5.

Informatio n kiosk

•

Re-establish the community gardens in a new location with
certified organic soils, fencing, compost and watering systems
within the site, and include parking nearby.

•

Opportunity to expand programming to include classes on
building soil, composting, etc.

•

Opportunity for hands-on engagement,
activities, and expanded programming.

demonstration

The site features should support the farm, as well as daily and yearround use.
While the site is technically open year-round during daylight hours,
most people identify it as either a place to visit the farm for an
event, or a place to have a community garden plot. The other
scenario is they don’t know what happens at the site. Is it
public/private? What are the boundaries? Where do we go when
we arrive? This is in part due to insufficient infrastructure to support
visitors who might come to explore. Lack of information, like
signage, sidewalks, and trails contributes to the confusion.
Additionally, lack of infrastructure for passive activities like
picnicking, and support facilities like restrooms hinder general use
of the site. Furthermore, the site does not support activities during
all four seasons.
Recommendations:

#CBP1701

•

Incorporate a circulation system: from formal sidewalks to
informal paths.

•

Incorporate wayfinding signage that cues visitors, as well as
interpretive elements.

•

Provide a staging area near the parking lot for groups to
convene before their visit.

•

Provide moveable seating for picnickers.

•

Provide an outdoor shelter for a large group to gather for
events and inclement weather.
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6.

Wild, undevelo ped land

•

Provide features and/or programming to encourage visitors
during all seasons.

•

Provide area(s) for outdoor classroom space, as well as
infrastructure (potentially includes: pin-up/projection wall
space, seating, overhead shelter, etc.).

Ecological function of the site should be enhanced.
A major asset of the site is the fact that it is undeveloped land,
within a city, which connects to other patches of “natural” spaces
that are nearby. In the time since both farmsteads essentially
ceased farming on the site, the land has responded by slowing
returning to its pre-agrarian state. It is not a pristine landscape;
however, it does serve many ecological functions. The wooded
area provides forage and shelter for animals, and it’s also full of
invasive buckthorn. The South Field area has vegetation
resembling a prairie, but there is little species diversity. Finally,
these two areas are currently disconnected patches on the site
and would function much stronger if they were connected.
Recommendations:

Wild, undevelo ped land

#CBP1701

•

Remove invasive species and restore to pre-settlement
habitats.

•

Connect the woods and prairie area by restoring additional
areas of land.

•

Opportunity for ecological interpretation, trails, and play
experiences.

•

Incorporate forest agriculture (sugar maple trees) and futurebased productivity and programming (nut trees and an
apiary), to enhance the experiential and interpretive potential
of the site.
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On December 21, 2018, members of Brooklyn Park city staff, Eidem Homestead staff, Miller Dunwiddie, SRF, and
Meyer Borgman Johnson visited the Eidem Homestead site to get acquainted with the site and the buildings. It
was also a time to understand initial ideas and concerns about the future for the site. During our visit we identified
fifteen structures. Ten structures on the west farm and five structures on the east farm.

EAST
FARM

WEST
FARM

2018 Google Maps imagery of Eidem Homestead

West Farm
Brief History and Existing Conditions:

West Farm Ho use circa 1905

#CBP1701

In 1857, Silas Merrill purchased the land, where the Eidem Homesteads
sit today, from John D. and Mary Berry and began to develop what is
known today as the West Farm. According to the 1996 and 1998
National Register of Historic Places registration form, the original T-form
one and one-half story cross gable house was constructed between
1873 and 1879. The West Farm was sold to Willard H. and Rosa Bragdon
in1890, and sold once more in 1894 to John and Lectie Eidem. In 1905,
they added on to the original house, front rooms and a porch in the
Queen Anne style. During this period, both farms were taking part in
Brooklyn Park's "market farming" economy: raising crops and animals
to sell to nearby Minneapolis. The Eidems remain on the property until
their deaths in 1950 (Lectie) and 1956 (John). From 1957 to 1976, the
West Farm remained in the Eidem family and was rented by the
Eidem’s grandchildren. Then in 1976, it is sold to the City of Brooklyn
Park. Once purchased by the City, the West Farm was developed as
a living history farm and continues to be operated by the Recreation
and Parks Department as such.
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House with General Store to the left

There are no known records which describe when each of the
outbuildings were constructed. However, in 1888, according to the
1998 Historic Structures Report (HSR) for the Brooklyn Park Historical
Farm prepared by The 106 Group and Thorbeck Architects, the county
assessor valued the Merrills’ buildings at $500, which considering the
number of livestock present, likely would have included some
outbuildings. The same report states that the Eidems likely purchased
the property with the house, main barn, and granary because the
assessed value of the Eidems real property remained constant from
1896 to 1901 but their personal property assessment increased steadily
over the same period showing that their operations were successful.
A 1937 aerial photograph shows each of the main structures in place.
Several structures do not date to the historic farming period of the site.
The General Store (Admin Building) is reported to have been moved
from the East Farm to the West Farm in 1976, and prior to that, it was
moved from an unknown location to the East Farm in the 1940’s. It is
thought that the building is the original General Store in Brooklyn Park,
however, there is no documentation for the claim. The animal sheds
have construction detailing that is not from the historic time period.
The outhouse and chicken coop were constructed in 1998 as
described below. The outhouse shelter and trash and recycling
structures were also built later to accommodate visitors.

Main Barn and surro unding outbuildings

Main Barn interio r

At the time of our site visit, each of the buildings on the West Farm
were observed to be in good condition. An improvements summary
from the City shows a history of repairs and replacements from 19982017. Through our observations, it appears the City has been following
the recommendations by the Secretary of the Interior Standards for
the Treatment of Historic Properties when maintenance is needed.
It is known that in 1998, a reconstruction project was undertaken with
Thorbeck Architects. City staff confirmed that the phase 1 work shown
in the 1998 HSR and the 1998 Historic Addition and Restoration project
manual was completed. This work included historic house work, the
“wood shed” addition at the rear of the house, historic barn work, work
on the windmill and water storage tank, historic work on the Granary
(wood shop/tool shop) and Garden Shed, construction of a new
chicken coop and new outhouse, and site work.
It was noted by City staff that the layout of the main barn is not original
but was reconstructed using salvaged materials from other buildings
to appear original. Only the barn’s structure is completely original, as
the roof and portions of the siding were replaced during restoration
projects. The floor and loft layouts and some openings changes have
occurred over the years to accommodate animal exhibits that are
brought on-site during the months of operation. The artifacts within
the barns are not original to the site.

Stool o riginal to the ho use

#CBP1701

City staff also stated that the finish on the walls in the house is not
original, it was replaced during restoration. The ceiling with wallpaper
in the dining room (original living room) is reportedly original. All the
furnishings and artifacts, except for a small stool in the kitchen and a
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framed mirror in the stairwell, are donations and are not original to the
house.
Recommendations:
Moving forward, minor repairs are needed at various wood siding
locations. The roofs were all mostly covered with snow, but several had
visible curling and biologic growth signaling it may be time to replace
the roofing materials. More detailed assessments of the buildings
would be required with any future projects to determine the extent of
restoration required. Structurally, the buildings are all basically sound
and currently serviceable, but several of the buildings do require some
remedial structural reinforcing. Depending upon the future plans for
the buildings, some could require additional structural remediation.
More detailed architectural and structural inventories of the buildings
observed at the West Farm are attached in the Appendix.

East Farm
Brief History and Existing Conditions:

House exterior

Main barn with coop to the right

#CBP1701

The east farmhouse and main barn were constructed around 18911892 by Silas and Margaret Merrill after they sold the west farm in 1890.
According to the 2001 Historic Structures Report (HSR) for the Brooklyn
Park Historical Farm, East Farm prepared by The 106 Group, there is
some speculation about the evolution of the form of the house. It is
thought that the two-story portion of the house was probably built by
the Merills in 1892 and that the story-and-a-half southern portion was
perhaps built in 1890. Foundations under the house indicate two
separate building periods, but it is unknown if an earlier structure was
built and added onto or if an original house was built and then
demolished to build the current house. In the late 1910’s Silas and
Margaret pass away and the heirs to the property sell the East Farm to
Archie and Leland Eidem in 1918. Though Archie and Leland form a
landowning partnership when they purchased the East Farm that
lasted into the 1930’s, they lived with their parents on the West Farm
until 1925 when Archie marries Anna and they move to the East Farm.
In 1940, Archie and Anna own the East Farm outright. Archie and Anna
live on the farm past their retirement from potato farming in the 1960’s
until their deaths in 1974 (Anna) and 1977 (Archie). The City of Brooklyn
Park purchases the East Farm in 1986. Currently, the East Farm house
functions as a rental home to the Eidem Homestead caretaker who
works for the City Parks and Maintenance Department. The site is not
a part of the living history exhibit and functions primarily as storage for
the caretaker’s belongings and additional artifacts for the West Farm.
It is not known exactly when the outbuildings were built but, similar to
the West Farm, a 1937 aerial photograph shows all of the current
buildings. The barn is thought to have been built around the same
time as the house based on property values in 1891 and 1892. It is very
similar in construction and appearance to the barn the Merills built on
the West Farm. The 2001 HSR speculates that the chicken coop was
added in the early 20 th century before the Merrils sold the property to
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the Eidems and that the Eidems constructed the sheep barn and the
garage in the 1930’s.
At the time of our site visit, each of the buildings on the East Farm were
observed to be in good condition. An improvements summary from
the City shows a history of repairs and replacements from 2006-2017.
Through our observations, it appears the City has been following the
recommendations by the Secretary of the Interior Standards for the
Treatment of Historic Properties when maintenance is needed.

Main barn interior

Unlike the West Farm, there was no reconstruction work performed on
the East Farm in 1998, but sometime after the 2001 HSR, restoration on
the siding and roof occurred on the main barn. With no programmed
events at the farm over the years, the barns and garage remain largely
intact since the Eidems lived there. The exterior appearance of the
house remains largely intact except for visible modern utilities, but the
interior of the house was completely modernized and continues to be
maintained and upgraded as a rental property by the City.
Recommendations:

House interior

Moving forward, like the West Farm, minor repairs are needed at
various wood siding locations. The roofs were all mostly covered with
snow, but several had visible curling and biologic growth signaling it
may be time to replace the roofing materials. More detailed
assessments of the buildings would be required with any future projects
to determine the extent of restoration required. Structurally, the
buildings are all basically sound and currently serviceable, but several
of the buildings do require some structural reinforcing. Depending
upon the future plans for the buildings, some could require additional
structural remediation. More detailed architectural and structural
inventories of the buildings observed at the East Farm are attached in
the Appendix.

What we Learned
Throughout the listening sessions, surveys, community events, and visits
to the site, there were many issues and opportunities that we heard
and saw. The following lists represent a summary of the most common
themes as they relate to the buildings.

1.

The restrooms for public and private use are inadequate.
The site currently has a rented portable toilet screened by a
painted wood fence located near the parking lot available to the
public. There are no public handwashing facilities for clean-up
after using the restroom, after interacting with the animals, or
participating in hands-on activities.
Staff and volunteers may use one modern, residential style, small,
and cramped bathroom that is located on the second floor of the

Outhouse shelter

#CBP1701
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west house. However, there is no accessible access to the second
floor and the bathroom layout is not an accessible layout.
Recommendations:
Develop modern restrooms for private and public use that are fully
accessible, are family friendly, and have the ability for year-round
use.
1.

A space is needed for a group larger than 75 people to gather.
Programming of the site currently caps group tours at 75 people.
While this is due to staff capacity and the overall tour operations,
the size and space of rooms available in the west house are a
factor. The largest indoor space that is available is in the general
store/admin. building. Overall the building is about 360 square
feet and could accommodate up to 70 people standing. As
previously stated, this building is not original to either farm and was
moved to its current location. The building is not used as a place
to eat by groups that stay long enough for lunch. They use the
picnic tables on the lawn north of the west house. It does naturally
serve as a place to get information, purchase tickets, and there is
a limited amount of concessions available.

General Store interior space

The barns on either farm are the next possible locations for larger
groups to gather. Overall, they are about 1,700 square feet and
could accommodate up to 340 people standing. However, there
is a strong desire to keep and expand the animal exhibits on the
west farm and the barn on the east farm is currently outside of the
public exhibit area. Some reconfiguration of the interiors of either
barn would need to be done to accommodate larger groups of
people.
Picnic area

If there is a group that would like to rent a large indoor
multipurpose space or a large covered area with suitable
electrical infrastructure for amplification of an event, there is no
space available for rental.
Recommendations:
Develop a modern year-round building or covered area located
outside of the historic exhibit that can be rented by groups that
contains restrooms, concessions, seating areas, a catering
kitchen, and a large multi-purpose space.
2.

Staff space

#CBP1701

Staff and volunteers all function out of one small space.
The site has a wonderful and passionate group of staff (10-12 parttime people) and volunteers (20-50 people) that operate the site,
change into period specific clothing, take breaks, and store
various site-specific materials in a second-floor space accessed by
stairs in the west house during operation months. The space was
formally used as an apartment by the Eidem family and has some
modern amenities including a kitchenette and a bathroom.
However, given all the functions this space is meant to
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accommodate, it is very cramped and allows no separation
between volunteer and staff functions. There is only one window
located in the exterior door and so it lacks views to the site.
Costume storage and changing areas are informal and lack
privacy. The space lacks secure places for personal items for either
staff or volunteers and proper storage of site materials. Archival
items are stored in two closets where they suffer from large
fluctuations in temperature and are at risk for damage.
Recommendations:
Develop new accessible staff and volunteer spaces that have
access to restrooms, costume and prop storage, changing areas,
and break space. The spaces should include an office for the Site
Manager and office space for other staff for year-round use. The
Site Manager needs to be able to view, either through windows or
through cameras, the entire site. The space also needs a separate
climate-controlled space for the storage of site-related archival
materials.
3.

A building that supports year-round use of the site is needed.
The site operates seasonally from Spring to Fall when the animals
are on-site but from people to animals, there are no exhibit
buildings that would comfortably support events in the winter
months.
The East Farm house is heated with a modern forced-air furnace,
and the garage has a wood burning stove. Both building have
lighting. The buildings are currently rented to the caretaker who
lives on the East Farm full-time.

View of pasture toward the west barn

The West Farm house is partially heated with a modern gravity-fed
gas furnace, and the general store/admin. building and granary
both have period wood stoves. The house has electricity in the
second-floor staff area. We would not recommend modernizing
the buildings that are a part of the exhibit area in order to gain
conditioned space. The second-floor staff area of the West Farm
house would be the only exception since it is for staff use only and
was previously modernized. The remaining exhibit buildings could
still be used year-round with an appropriate year-round facility for
support.
All the outbuildings on both farms were constructed, and continue
to be maintained, without modern heating and ventilation in
mind.
Recommendations:

Wood stove

#CBP1701

Develop a facility that can be used year-round by staff,
volunteers, and visitors. Have animals year-round. Having animals
on-site for longer periods of time would have to be fully vetted
through a return on investment study as it would significantly
impact operations.
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4.

The east farm is a rental property and it is not open to the public.
The east farm currently functions as a rental for the caretaker and
provides additional storage for artifacts. The family connection
between the two farms is currently not interpreted. As previously
stated, as a rental, the house was modernized in the interior, but
the City continues to maintain the exterior so that its historic
appearance remains largely intact. Many of the original
outbuildings also remain intact. The City will need to determine
what role the East Farm is to have as it moves forward with
implementation of the Master Plan.
Recommendations:

East Farm house and garage

Incorporate the East Farm into the visitor experience as a support
for the West Farm and keep the residence as a rental for the
caretaker. Use the main barn for events, and/or have an animal
exhibit in the sheep shed. Relocate the general store/admin.
building back to the East Farm and rehabilitate it for the Historical
Society. Allow the East Farm to have more modern functions and
programming while the West Farm maintains the historic
atmosphere.
5.
General Store/Admin. Building

Outhouse

Chicken Coo p
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Not all the buildings on both farms support the interpretive era and
the exhibit.
The West Farm currently has several structures that were
constructed or moved to the site outside of the current interpretive
era of 1890-1910 and the proposed interpretive era of 1905-1920.
The store/admin. building was moved to the site in 1976 from the
East Farm by the City for its current use. The outhouse inside the
yard of the West Farm was built in 1998 and its location is not
supported by historic documentation. The chicken coop was also
built in 1998 and its location is also not supported by historic
documentation. The two animal shelters in the pastures do not
show up in the 1937 aerial photo which indicates they were built
after 1937. Their style of construction is also not consistent with the
other buildings and is thought to be more German than
Norwegian. There are also several service-oriented structures that
were built to support the use of the site for interpretation including
the port-a-pot screening and the recycling/trash bin.
The East Farm, having not been publicly used for interpretation,
has remained largely intact as previously stated. The garage is the
only building that wasn’t built during the current interpretive era of
1890-1910 or the proposed interpretive era of 1905-1920. It was
likely constructed in the late 1930’s or early 1940’s. The 1937 aerial
photo does show a structure in the approximate location of the
garage, but structural hollow brick, or clay tile, became a popular
construction material in the United States in the early 1940’s-1950.
The garage in the 1937 aerial photo would likely have been very
new if it is the same one, and it would not have been built earlier
than 1920.
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Recommendations:
To restore the property to the proposed interpretive era of 19051920 and more accurately depict the character of the properties
from that time, features from other periods in the farms’ history
should be removed. This is as recommended by the Secretary of
the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties.

101st Ave N.
East Farm
Garage?

West Farm House
West Farm Barn

Hay Stack

Pasture Fence

1937 aerial photo graph – cropped
Photo courtesy of John R. Borchert Map Library,
University of MN Libraries
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MASTER PLAN CONCEPTS
Community Destination to Experience Animals, Gardens, History, and People with Better Amenities
The process of creating a single recommended concept for Eidem
Homestead started with developing three initial site and building
concepts for discussion with the City team. The goal of the discussion
was to select a single concept to get community feedback at the
Spring on the Farm event on May 5, 2018.
Each of the concepts seeks to:
•

Embrace the broader interpretive goal to,

“Nurture our Roots and Grow our Future.”
•

Fulfill the Master Plan teams’ mission and vision for the site.

Mission: To be a welcoming and inspiring space to learn
about Brooklyn Park’s market farming history, and to
celebrate our shared heritage of agriculture, families,
and community.
Vision: To create a vibrant public space for people to
enjoy the outdoors, learn about our shared heritage,
and to make connections between our history, our
present, and our future.

#CBP1701

•

Respond to the issues and opportunities we learned throughout
the process and create a community destination to experience
animals, gardens, history, and people with better amenities.

•

Expand the physical use and interpretation of the site to include
all 19+ acres.
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Defining the “Exhibit”
Each of the concepts defines the same exhibit area for the West Farm.
The exhibit is intended to be the only piece of the property that
maintains the proposed interpretive appearance of 1905 - 1920. The
exhibit area is defined by utilizing the earliest known aerial photograph
taken in 1937. In it the two farms are visible with most of the buildings
you see today. Fields, roads, paths, and pasture areas are also visible.
The north edge remains defined by current day 101st Avenue North.
The east edge of the farm yard in 1937 was defined by crop land and
today is roughly the west edge of the parking lot. For the southern
edge of the exhibit, we chose to use the southern fence line of the
pasture. The western edge is a bit more flexible. The northern half was
and will continue to be, defined by the modern-day fence line. The
southern half, where the hay was stacked into a giant pile in 1937,
could move depending upon what other demonstration area is
desired next to it.

101st Ave N.

Hay Stack

Pasture Fence

1937 aerial photo graph – cropped
Photo courtesy of John R. Borchert Map Library, University of Minnesota Libraries
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MASTER PLAN CONCEPTS
Initial Concept Development Definitions
The following words and images define program areas identified on the concept drawings.

Parking – An amenity for the site, includes green and multimodal infrastructure.

Historic Farming – Includes demonstration activities, potato farming, and heirloom gardening.

Heritage Animals – Provides hands on engagement, demonstration activities, joy in connecting with animals.

#CBP1701
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Community Gardens – Community based, growing of sustenance, and learning from each other.

Heritage Gardens – Cultural based, demonstration of technique, sharing with the community.

Trails – Provide circulation through the site, they should be experiential and seasonal.
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MASTER PLAN CONCEPTS

Picnic and Shelter – A place for gathering, to be multi-purpose and seasonal.

Play – Include open space, natural materials, and places for discovery. They can have interpretive elements,
and some opportunities for “pop-up” or temporary play structures.

Restored Prairie – Creates an ecological impact, they are seasonal, opportunities for learning and
interpretive components.
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MASTER PLAN CONCEPTS

Forest Agriculture – Creates an ecological impact, place for crops, and they are future-based.

Initial Concepts 1-3
The intent of the Master Plan initial concepts is to restore the West
Farm exhibit area to the interpretive era of 1905-1920 and provide
enhancements outside of the exhibit area to support the West Farm’s
interpretation. The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the
Treatment of Historic Properties guides restoration by defining it as,
“the act or process of accurately depicting the form, features, and
character of a property as it appeared at a particular period of time
by means of the removal of features from other periods in its history
and reconstruction of missing features from the restoration period.
Limited and sensitive upgrading of mechanical, electrical, and
plumbing systems and other code-required work to make properties
functional is appropriate.”
Using this definition of restoration as a guide, the Master Plan team
recommends in each of the three initial concepts the following
buildings be removed from the West Farm exhibit area:

#CBP1701

•

The outhouse in the yard. It was constructed in 1998, its location
cannot be supported by historic documents, and it appears out
of place.

•

The General Store/Admin building was moved to its present
location by the City in 1976 to accommodate visitors. It does not
fit within the proposed interpretive era of 1905-1920. This building
is recommended to be relocated back to the East Farm to the
approximate location it was moved from to be rehabilitated and
used by the Brooklyn Historical Society.

•

The recycling/trash and information structures are modern and
were constructed by the City to accommodate visitors. These
functions should be relocated outside of the exhibit area.
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MASTER PLAN CONCEPTS
INITIAL CONCEPT 1
Big Ideas:
4.

New Building – remove some existing buildings.
Linking the two sites, a new building of approximately 7,000 square
feet is constructed in the field between the West and East Farms. It
accommodates all the desired support functions including: staff
and volunteer spaces, a multi-purpose space with catering
kitchen, public and private restrooms, ticketing and concessions,
and a home for the Brooklyn Historical Society. Buildings on the
West Farm would remain except for those recommended for
removal above. No additional structures are recommended within
the exhibit. On the East Farm, except for the main barn and the
chicken coop, all the buildings are removed. The barn is
repurposed as a picnic pavilion or as a potential space for
interpretive play. The chicken coop becomes a play structure.

5.

Relocate onsite parking and community gardens.
Parking is reconfigured to be centrally located between the West
Farm and the relocated community gardens. The relocation of the
community gardens to the northeastern corner activates a
currently unprogrammed area of the property and provides high
visibility to road.

6.

Heritage gardens as buffer and lens.
The concept of heritage gardens is introduced as the spine
between the West Farm and remainder of the site amenities. It
provides both a buffer and a lens to the exhibit by allowing space
for global gardens, farm-to-table experiences, introduction of
orchard crops, beekeeping, and expanded historical gardens. An
open-air shelter for 50 people would be incorporated to support
heritage garden community events.

Pros/Cons:
Pros:
•
•
•
•

Community Gardens are brought up to the road for visibility.
A new building links the two farms.
Parking does not divide the site but is centrally located.
“Heritage Gardens” as transition between the exhibit area and
support areas.

Cons:
•
•
•

#CBP1701

The East Farm house, and the General Store/Admin are removed.
There is not enough expanded pasture for the animals.
There is no designated demonstration crop area.
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MASTER PLAN CONCEPTS
INITIAL CONCEPT 2
Big Ideas:
1.

Reuse most of the existing buildings.
Buildings on the West Farm would remain except for those
recommended for removal above. No additional structures are
recommended. Buildings on the East Farm would remain and be
rehabilitated for support functions, except for the garage, which
was built outside of the proposed interpretive era of 1905-1920.
With the addition on an elevator, the house would become staff
and volunteer spaces. The General Store/Admin building would
be relocated from the West Farm back to its original location on
the East Farm and it becomes a place for the Historical Society.
The sheep shed becomes a picnic shelter and the chicken coop
remains as storage. The barn becomes the multi-purpose space
with a catering kitchen and public restrooms.

2.

Relocate onsite parking and community gardens.
Parking is relocated to the currently unactivated northeastern
corner of the property where it is close to the support buildings on
the East Farm and close to the relocated community gardens. This
move removes the parking from the center of the property where
it separates the two farms. The community gardens become an
upfront link between the two farms and emphasizes a connected
narrative.

3.

Enhanced passive/habitat corridor.
The passive/woods area is restored and expanded to connect to
the restored prairie area. Trails between the two areas would be
created and connected to the existing trail system. Expanding the
woodlands would provide a buffer of vegetation between the
Eidem Homestead and the residential neighbors, as well as,
connect the two with trails and nature play opportunities.

Pros/Cons:
Pros:
•
•
•

The East Farm remains intact.
Community Gardens are brought up to the road for visibility.
Parking does not divide the site.

Cons:
•
•
•
•
•
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The parking is a long distance from the Exhibit.
The visitor support functions are not located close to the Exhibit.
The Community Gardens are too close to the exhibit area.
There is not enough expanded pasture for the animals.
There is no designated demonstration crop area.
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MASTER PLAN CONCEPTS
INITIAL CONCEPT 3
Big Ideas:
1.

Building addition.
As with concept 2, the buildings on the East Farm are removed
except for the main barn and the chicken coop. An addition is
built to connect to the main barn to house support functions
including: staff and volunteer spaces, a catering kitchen, public
and private restrooms, ticketing and concessions, and a home for
the Brooklyn Historical Society. The main barn is rehabilitated to
support a multi-purpose space. In this concept, the sheep shed
from the East Farm is moved to the West Farm to the approximate
location of the sheep barn that existed in the 1937 aerial
photograph. Moving the barn would support restoration efforts,
but differentiation in the new foundation would be encouraged to
signify that the structure is not original to the exhibit area but
added to support the restoration of the West Farm to the
interpretive era. The remainder of the buildings on the West Farm
would remain except for those previously recommended for
removal.

2.

Expand and relocate onsite parking and community gardens.
Parking is reconfigured and located between the West Farm and
the overflow parking. In this concept, the northeastern corner is
developed into a perennial or forest crop area that can be mowed
when an overflow parking area is desired. The community gardens
are roughly doubled in area and are relocated to the most
southern portion of the property. A separate parking area and
entrance would be created to help activate this currently
unactivated portion of the property.

3.

Connective Node/Pavilion.
A new open-air pavilion becomes the node for all program areas
to meet.
Whether from the picnic and play area, the
passive/woods area, the heritage gardens, the heritage animals,
or the exhibit areas. All would have access to and paths would
lead to the node at the knuckle of the property.

Pros/Cons:
Pros:
•
Parking does not divide the site & there are more parking options.
•
The addition incorporates exiting buildings on the East Farm.
•
The Community Gardens are significantly expanded.
Cons:
•
•
•
•
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The East Farm house, and the General Store/Admin. are removed.
Community Gardens and Visitor Area are too far from the Exhibit.
There is not enough expanded pasture for the animals.
There is no designated demonstration crop area.
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MASTER PLAN CONCEPTS
Initial Concepts 1-3 Building Program Matrix
This table is meant to form a rough understanding of the amount of square footage available for
programming and amenities between the three initial concepts presented. Square footages are
based on square footage per occupant as required by code and what we have learned. A future
project should verify all program requirements and square footages.

Program Space

Concept 1

Concept 2

Concept 3

Multi-purpose Space

New Building
1500 sf
100 at tables
300 standing

East Barn
750 sf
50 at tables
150 standing

East Barn
1700 sf
110 at tables
340 standing

Catering Kitchen

New Building

East Barn

New Addition

500 sf

250 sf

500 sf

New Building

East House (first floor)

New Addition

1200 sf
12 staff

590 sf
6 staff

1200 sf
12 staff

New Building

East House (second flr) *

New Addition

1000 sf
40 volunteers

500 sf
20 volunteers

1000 sf
40 volunteers

Relocated Admin. bldg.

New Addition

350 sf

350 sf

300 sf

New Building

East Barn

New Addition

350 sf
(3) men, (3) women

350 sf
(3) men, (3) women

350 sf
(3) men, (3) women

Staff and Volunteer ADA
Restrooms

New Building

East House (first floor)

New Addition

110 sf
(2) unisex

110 sf
(2) unisex

110 sf
(2) unisex

Storage

New Building

Spread out

New Addition

500 sf

500 sf

500 sf

7050 sf

4400 sf

5100 sf

Office for Staff

Volunteer Space

Historical Society Relocated Admin. bldg.

Public ADA Restrooms

Total Gross Square
Footage**

* Placing programmed space on the second floor will require the addition of an elevator.
** Total gross square footage includes area for circulation, mechanical, and structure at roughly 30% of the
net square footage.
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MASTER PLAN CONCEPTS
RECOMMENDED CONCEPT
After a presentation of three initial concepts at the April City meeting, a
single recommended site and building concept was developed. It was
determined that the following ideas should be included in the
recommended concept:

City Homework

1.

In general, the ideas from Initial Concept #1.

2.

The Community Gardens must be located within the site.

3.

Incorporate and define an outdoor staging area for groups to gather
and be introduced to the site.

4.

More animal pasture space is needed.

5.

Move the sheep shed.

6.

A demonstration crop planting field needs to be included and
defined.

7.

Incorporate orchards into the site.

8.

Nature play areas are preferred over traditional playground
structures.

9.

Locate the nature play area to take advantage of the existing Oak
Savannah.

10. Keep the outhouse on the west edge of the exhibit. It is important
when telling the story about the house that they be able to show
people where the outhouse may have been located.
11. The East Farm house must be kept for the caretaker. It is agreed
amongst the City team that an on-site caretaker is preferred.
12. The current admission building should be relocated for use elsewhere
onsite.
A recommended site concept and interpretive plan that incorporates all
feedback collected by the Master Plan team was presented to the
community at the Spring on the Farm event held at Eidem Homestead on
May 5, 2018. The event was held free of charge and, in addition to
regular Spring on the Farm activities, an area was set aside near the
General Store/Admin. building for the display of the Master Plan site plan
and opportunities for the community to comment and participate in a
vote. (Materials from the event are found in the Appendix.)

Spring on the Farm

#CBP1701

Many positive comments were received by regular visitors, new visitors,
and neighbors.
Many participants were excited to see the City
considering expanding the use of the site and the possibility of providing
more amenities. Neighbors were relieved to see that the existing forest
and grass areas will remain largely intact. Some saw an advantage in
connecting Eidem Homestead to the larger trail system. One person
commented that they hoped that the new plan would not take away
from the delightful, relaxed, and organic atmosphere of the farm where
there is the ability to have interesting hands-on experiences whether they
be activities, artifacts, or buildings themselves. This person liked knowing
that a visitor can take their time and not feel rushed to get from one
discovery to the next.
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Conceptual Views – These images are intended to suggest what the Visitor Center could look like situated between
the East and the West Farms. A future project will fully program and design a Visitor Center and landscape.

View A - Visitor Center from Parking Lot

View B - Picnic Area and Visitor Center
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CONCEPTUAL BUDGET
The following is a conceptual budget for the interpretive plan and single site development concept outlined
within this document. It is understood that the team has no control over the cost or availability of labor,
equipment or materials, or over market conditions, or the method of pricing, and that the conceptual budget is
made based on the team’s professional judgment and experience. There is no warranty, expressed or implied,
that the cost of the work will not vary from this conceptual budget.

PRIORITY
Site Improvements

$2,454,900

Community Gardens & Gravel Parking Area

1

LS

$75,000

$75,000

Garden Support Station

1

EA

$12,000

$12,000

Woodland Restoration

3

AC

$3,000

$9,000

2

Years

5.00%

$9,600

Inflation**
Priority 1 SUBTOTAL
Prairie Restoration
Inflation**

2

AC

$3,000

$6,000

5

Years

5.00%

$1,500

1

LS

$100,000

$100,000

Site Grading

1

LS

$50,000

$50,000

Class 2 Aggregate Trails - 12' wide

1,500

LF

$30

$45,000

Class 2 Aggregate Trails - 8' wide

875

LF

$20

$17,500

Heritage Gardens

1

LS

$275,000

$275,000

Nature Play Area

1

LS

$150,000

$150,000

Exhibit Garden

1

LS

$5,000

$5,000

Demonstration Crop Area

1

LS

$10,000

$10,000

13,200

SF

$6

$79,200

120

LF

$500

$60,000

Parking Lot with Permeable Paving Bays

1

LS

$350,000

$350,000

Parking Lot Lighting

6

EA

$7,000

$42,000

Entrance Monument & Wayfinding Signage

1

LS

$60,000

$60,000

2,230

LF

$50

$111,500

Boardwalk
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3-5
Years
$7,500

Removals

Concrete Walk Circulation and Patio Space

1-3
Years

$105,600

Priority 2 SUBTOTAL

Fencing

TOTAL
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Pasture Gates

1

LS

$10,000

$10,000

Site Furnishings

1

LS

$62,500

$62,500

Outdoor Classroom

1

LS

$30,000

$30,000

Fire Pit and Seating Area

1

LS

$5,000

$5,000

Landscape Improvements

1

LS

$100,000

$100,000

10

Years

5.00%

$780,600

Inflation**
Priority 3 SUBTOTAL

5-10
Years

$2,341,800

Building Improvements

$4,381,710

New Machine Shed
Inflation**

1

LS

$138,600

$138,600

2

Years

5.00%

$13,860

Priority 1 SUBTOTAL

$152,460

Sheep Shed - move & convert for animal use

1

LS

$129,600

$129,600

Inflation**

5

Years

5.00%

$32,400

Priority 2 SUBTOTAL
Visitor Center Building

3-5
Years
$162,000

6,700

SF

$366

$2,449,900

Admin/General Store - move & convert to
Historical Society

1

LS

$46,600

$46,600

East Barn Renovations

1

LS

$15,000

$15,000

Garden Pavilion

1

LS

$200,000

$200,000

10

Years

5.00%

$1,355,750

Inflation**

1-3
Years

Priority 3 SUBTOTAL

5-10
Years

$4,067,250

Interpretive Improvements

$246,000

Exterior Orientation Sign/Kiosk

1

LS

$50,000

$50,000

Programming budget - materials, honoraria
(2 years)

2

EA

$15,000

$30,000

Onsite brochure development

1

EA

$10,000

$10,000

Updated curriculum - 4/6th grade

1

EA

$15,000

$15,000

Costume and collection purchases
(to shift era)

1

EA

$10,000

$10,000

2

Years

5.00%

$11,500

Inflation**
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CONCEPTUAL BUDGET
Priority 1 SUBTOTAL
Interpretive signage on paths
Inflation**

$126,500
10

EA

$5,000

$50,000

5

Years

5.00%

$12,500

Priority 2 SUBTOTAL
Interior orientation signage and signage
system
Technology enhancements: Computers,
collections software, etc
Inflation**

3-5
Years
$62,500

6

EA

$3,000

$18,000

1

EA

$20,000

$20,000

10

Years

5.00%

$19,000

Priority 3 SUBTOTAL

5-10
Years

$57,000

Priorities Summary
Priority 1 (1-3 Years) TOTAL

$384,560

Priority 2 (3-5 Years) TOTAL

$232,000

Priority 3 (5-10 Years) TOTAL

$6,466,050

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST OF CONSTRUCTION

$7,082,610

10% Contingency, Design, & Administration

$708,261

TOTAL ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION BUDGET

$7,790,871

**Inflation for construction every year beyond 2019.
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